
 

 
 
 
Thank you for purchasing the Cup-A-Saurus® Dog Bowl Adapter by Krafty Kow!   
 
What you’ll find in the box 

1. One Dog Bowl Leg 
2. One 32oz dog bowl adapter 
3. One 64oz dog bowl adapter 

 
Assembly 

1. Replace one tabletop leg with the dog bowl leg.  This is best done by turning your turner upside down so the legs 
are facing the up.  Unscrew the tabletop leg and remove from the turner.  Using the tabletop leg screws, place 
the dog bowl leg on the turner and screw on.  Do not over tighten!  

2. Flip your turner over so that the legs are on your tabletop.  PLEASE NOTE your turner will now have one elevated 
end.  This will not cause an uneven turner! You can still use all the stations on your turner.  For more information 
on this, please go to our Facebook or Cup-A-Saurus YouTube and watch the Dog Bowl Adapter video. 
 

Instructions 
1. Place the dog bowl you wish to turn on a flat surface.  Gently insert the appropriate adapter at a slight angle and 

gently turn as you place it inside the bowl.  Once in, you can gently adjust the adapter to get it level set.    
2. Securely attach adapter to spindle.  
3. Once the bowl is properly attached to the turner you can continue to adjust the bowl on the adapter by gently 

moving the top portion of the bowl (in a push town the turner or pull away from the turner motion) until the 
bowl is level. PLEASE NOTE bowls are not perfectly round so you may notice this as the bowl turns.   

 
 
If you have any questions, please message us on our website kraftykow.com, our Facebook Page, or email at 
purchases@kraftykow.com.  For video instructions on many of our products, please visit our Facebook or YouTube page 
(Cup-a-Saurus) and click on videos. 
 
Find us on Facebook (Krafty Kow Tumblers Herd), TikTok (@kraftykow) and Instagram (kraftykowsuppliesco). 
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